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athletics
prereq: none cost

5
basic

Move into an adjacent zone with a Half Action. You may reposition 
within your current zone with a Free Action. No roll required. 

if there are obstructions or you want to perform acrobatic feats, 
a skill check is required. If you are moving past an enemy or are 
currently Melee Locked, a skill contest is required. 

Use this skill with with a Half Action to get up after having been 
knocked to the ground. While down, you have a -2 to all actions.

dodge
prereq: athletics cost

5

You can evade attacks with a Defense Action. You must be able 
to move in order to use this skill unless you are currently in cover.

Reposition behind an object in the same zone to gain Cover. No roll 
required. If you can stand behind the object, you have Full Cover. If 
you have to crouch, you have Half Cover. Half Cover lowers enemy 
ranged attack dice by 1 and Full Cover lowers them by 2. You can 
perform ranged attacks from within cover and take the appropriate 
cover penalty to your action roll.

throw
prereq: athletics cost

5

Throw an item up to one quarter your own size in the same zone 
with a Half Action or into an adjacent zone with a Full Action. If the 
thrown item strikes an enemy target, it deals 3+1x damage. If the 
thrown item is a weapon, it deals its listed damage value.

acrobat
prereq: athletics cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Athletics based skill rolls are increased by 1. You 
must master at least 5 other Athletics based skills to unlock this skill. 

quickness
prereq: acrobat cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Initiative is increased by 1.

lightning reflexes
prereq: dodge cost

10

Spend 2 Surge to successfully dodge an enemy attack. No roll 
required. You may use this skill even after a failed defense action. 
This skill does not generate Surge and does not work against an 
enemy critical success.

entrenched
prereq: dodge cost

10

PASSIVE: Cover grants you one instance of damage immunity 
when you enter it.

battle dance
prereq: dodge cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Dodge rolls are increased by 1 for each Surge you 
have in your resource pool.

javelin
prereq: throw cost

10

PASSIVE: Your throwing attack dice are increased by 1.

combat readiness
prereq: athletics cost

10

PASSIVE: You gain 1 Surge at the start of each combat round.

martial skills

basic

basic
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strength
prereq: athletics cost

10

PASSIVE: You are as physically strong as two average members 
of your species. Your base melee damage is increased by 2 for 
unarmed attacks and single hand weapons and by 4 for two hand 
weapons and thrown objects.

unarmed
prereq: athletics cost

5

Attack an enemy in the same zone without a weapon, striking them 
with your limbs or any natural weapons you have for 3+1x damage. 
If mastered, this attack strikes the target twice in a single action.  

grapple
prereq: unarmed cost

5

Physically grapple with a target, Disabling them for the duration of 
the effect. You cannot perform any other actions while restraining. 
A Direct Hit allows you to move while restraining the target. The 
target can attempt to break free at the start of each turn with an 
Athletics check against your Grapple. 

This skill does not work against targets protected by Barriers. You 
cannot use this skill on targets wearing Powered Armor unless you 
are also wearing Powered Armor.

choke hold
prereq: grapple cost

10

You can spend 2 Surge on your turn to choke out a grappled 
biological target, rendering them unconscious for the rest of the 
combat round. This does not work on targets that are wearing 
Powered Armor.

martial arts
prereq: unarmed cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Unarmed, Grapple, and Throw action rolls are 
increased by 1 for each Surge you have in your resource pool.

offensive defense
prereq: martial arts cost

10

PASSIVE: You can use Unarmed as a defensive action against melee 
attacks. The target is thrown off balance and must make an Athletics 
check to avoid falling down. A Direct Hit forcefully throws the target 
to the ground, dealing 1x Impact Damage.

pain tolerance
prereq: athletics cost

10

PASSIVE: All of your Endurance values are increased by 1. When-
ever you lose an Endurance value, you gain 1 Surge. 

peak conditioning
prereq: pain tolerance cost

10

PASSIVE: All of your Endurance values are increased by 2. 

resolve
prereq: pain tolerance cost

10

Spend 3 Surge at any time to restore your highest lost Endurance 
value. No roll required.

survivor
prereq: pain tolerance cost

10

PASSIVE: The amount of damage each unit of Life can sustain is 
doubled.

determination
prereq: survivor cost

10

Spend 2 Surge with a Free Action to negate Wounded penalties for 
the rest of the combat round. No roll required. 

unstoppable
prereq: survivor cost

10

PASSIVE: You are not Disabled while you are Dying. You continue 
to perform as though you were in the Wounded state with a -2 
dice penalty. 

heroic effort
prereq: unstoppable cost

10

PASSIVE: You gain 3 Luck upon entering the Dying state. This effect 
can only occur once per combat encounter.

recovery
prereq: pain tolerance cost

10

Spend 2 Surge with a Free Action to remove a detrimental condition 
from yourself. No roll required.

basic

basic
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soldier
prereq: none cost

5

Attack an enemy with a gun. A Direct Hit triggers the weapon's 
special effects. Dual wielding pistols lowers your action roll dice 
by 1 and strikes the target with each weapon in a single action.

commando
prereq: soldier cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Soldier based skill rolls are increased by 1. You must 
master at least 5 other Soldier based skills to unlock this skill.

basic

assault
prereq: soldier cost

10

Spend 2 Surge at any time to increase the potency of your next 
gun attack by 1x. No roll required.

full auto
prereq: assault cost

10

Switch your gun's firing mode to Full Auto as a Free Action during 
your turn. No roll required. The gun now hits all targets in a cone 
in front of you and the base damage of the weapon is reduced by 
half. The firing mode can be cancelled at any time during your turn.

shotgun
prereq: assault cost

10

Switch your gun's firing mode to Shotgun as a Free Action during 
your turn. No roll required. The gun now hits all targets in a cone in 
front of you. The base damage of the weapon is increased by half 
against targets in the same zone and is doubled against targets 
in melee range. The gun cannot target beyond the adjacent zone. 
The firing mode can be cancelled at any time during your turn.

charge shot
prereq: assault cost

10

Switch your gun's firing mode to Charge Shot as a Free Action 
during your turn. No roll required. You can spend a Half Action to 
charge up your gun, causing it to deal double damage the next 
time it is fired. The firing mode can be cancelled at any time during 
your turn.

steady aim
prereq: soldier cost

10

Spend a Half Action on your turn to reduce your ranged accuracy 
penalties by 1 for the rest of the combat round. No roll required.

sharpshooter
prereq: steady aim cost

10

PASSIVE: Your gun attack potency is increased by 1x against targets 
3 or more zones away.

suppressing fire
prereq: soldier cost

10

Use your gun to pin down targets in a section of cover until your 
next turn. No roll required. You get an interrupt attack with your 
gun against suppressed targets that attack or move from cover.

overwatch
prereq: suppressing fire cost

10

Get ready to respond to enemy threats until your next turn. No roll 
required. You get an interrupt attack with your gun against the next 
enemy that makes an attack action within Line of Sight.

zone control
prereq: overwatch cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Overwatch skill is upgraded to also grant interrupt 
attacks for enemy movement. A Direct Hit with your interrupt attack 
refreshes the Overwatch condition on you.
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demolitions
prereq: soldier cost

10

You can rig powerful detonators using explosive cells out of 
combat. You can enter a zone with mines without triggering a 
detonation and attempt to safely disarm explosives. A Direct Hit 
results in the explosive cell being recovered for future use.

cell launcher
prereq: demolitions cost

5

Use a cell launching system to fire grenades at range with a -3 
accuracy penalty. A failed attack strikes a zone adjacent to the 
intended target.

artillery
prereq: cell launcher cost

10

PASSIVE: The ranged accuracy penalty for launching grenades is 
reduced to -2.

micro missile
prereq: cell launcher cost

10

Reconfigure an explosive cell into a missile that deals 5x damage 
to a single target within Line of Sight. This attack has no ranged 
accuracy penalty. Micro Missiles are capable of dealing 10+1x 
damage to Vehicle tier targets.

cluster rockets
prereq: micro missile cost

10

Spend 1 Surge to reconfigure an explosive cell into a bundle of 5 
rockets that deal 2x damage each. Each rocket can have its own 
target and is defended against individually. This attack has no 
ranged accuracy penalty.

tactical mines
prereq: demolitions cost

10

Reconfigure an explosive cell into a mine that can be deployed into 
a zone and sticks to surfaces. Any enemy that enters the zone will 
trigger a zone-wide detonation for 4x damage.

seeker missile
prereq: micro missile cost

10

Spend 1 Surge when your Micro Missile is dodged to cause the 
missile to attack the target again on your next turn. You can only 
do this once per launched missile.

stealth mines
prereq: tactical mines cost

10

PASSIVE: Your mines have miniature cloaking devices that make 
them completely invisible.

manual detonation
prereq: tactical mines cost

10

PASSIVE: You can set mines for manual detonation. In this form 
they will remain dormant until triggered, which you can do at any 
time as an interrupt action.

blast drones
prereq: tactical mines cost

10

Reconfigure an explosive cell into a small automated drone. Each 
drone gets one action on your turn, chasing after a designated 
target and exploding on it for 3x damage. 

Blast drones are destroyed upon taking any damage. Blast Drones 
automatically self destruct if they are unable to reach their target 
unless remotely disarmed as a Half Action. 

hunter drones
prereq: Blast Drones cost

10

PASSIVE: Blast Drones can dodge, jump, climb walls, and attach 
to surfaces. Their basic programming is enough for them to avoid 
simple obstacles, but they are not intelligent enough for true 
problem solving. 

scatter drones
prereq: Blast Drones cost

10

Spend 1 Surge when deploying Blast Drones to deploy up to two 
additional drones in a single action.

basic
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dueling
prereq: none cost

5

Attack an enemy with a melee weapon. A Direct Hit triggers the 
weapon's special effects. Dual wielding daggers or blades lowers 
your action roll dice by 1 and strikes the target with each weapon 
in a single action.

master of arms
prereq: dueling cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Dueling based skill rolls are increased by 1. You 
must master at least 5 other Dueling based skills to unlock this skill. 

basic

parry
prereq: dueling cost

5

Use a melee weapon to make a parry Defense Action against an 
incoming enemy melee attack. You cannot parry attacks that affect 
an area. A Direct Hit grants you 1 additional Surge. 

basic

counterstrike
prereq: parry cost

10

 Spend 2 Surge after successfully parrying a melee attack to imme-
diately counter with your melee weapon. This counter attack uses 
your parry defense action roll to determine degrees of success. 

defensive stance
prereq: parry cost

10

Enter a defensive stance with a Free Action to enhance your parry 
skill to deflect incoming ranged attacks until your next turn. Your 
Counterstrike is also enhanced with the ability to redirect ranged 
attacks towards a new target. The redirection uses your Parry action 
roll to determine degrees of success.

vigilance
prereq: dueling cost

10

Get ready to respond to enemy threats until your next turn. No 
roll required. You get an interrupt attack with your melee weapon 
against the next enemy that makes an attack or movement action 
within the same zone. If your attack is successful, the interrupted 
action is prevented.

retaliation
prereq: dueling cost

10

PASSIVE: Whenever you lose an Endurance value, that value is 
added to the damage of your next successful melee attack. This 
effect does not stack.

heavy strike
prereq: dueling cost

10

Spend 2 Surge at any time to increase the potency of your next 
melee attack by 1x. No roll required.

leaping strike
prereq: dueling cost

10

Spend 2 Surge to leap at a target in the Adjacent Zone and strike 
them with a melee attack. If you are leaping down from a height, 
the attack's damage potency is doubled.

finishing blow
prereq: heavy strike cost

10

PASSIVE: The damage potency of your melee attacks is increased 
by 1x for each strike the target has against their Life.
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flurry
prereq: dueling cost

10

Spend 1 Surge to make three basic melee attacks on a single target. 
Each attack deals half damage. All three attacks are based on a 
single attack action roll, but must be defended against individually.

blade tempest
prereq: flurry cost

10

PASSIVE: You can combine the Flurry skill with Leaping Strike and 
Shockwave attacks, though they also deal only half damage. You 
can also activate the Flurry skill in place of a melee Counterstrike. 
You must pay all of the associated Surge costs when combining 
Flurry with other skills

shockwave
prereq: dueling cost

10

Spend 2 Surge to project a wave of kinetic energy from your melee 
weapon at a single target in an Adjacent Zone. Alternatively, you 
can swing your weapon in a circle, projecting a deadly ring of 
energy that strikes all targets in the Same Zone.

block
prereq: dueling cost

5

Block an enemy attack using a Shield. This skill check is not con-
tested. The shield will mitigate the damage before it strikes you. If 
you are attacked from stealth, your action dice are reduced by 1.

basic

shield mastery
prereq: block cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Block action rolls are increased by 1. Whenever you 
Block an attack without losing your shield, you gain 1 additional 
Surge.

shield expansion
prereq: block cost

10

Spend 2 Surge to increase the size of your shield to Block attacks 
that affect the entire zone until your next turn or until your shield 
is broken. No roll required. You are immobilized for the duration 
of this effect. Allies can gain Full Cover behind your shield until 
this effect ends.

shield restoration
prereq: block cost

10

Spend 2 Surge at any time to regenerate your shield. No roll 
required.

last resort
prereq: block cost

10

Spend 1 Surge to use Block after another failed Defense Action.

shell
prereq: shield mastery cost

10

Spend 1 Surge and lose your Shield to distribute its defensive value 
across any number of Barrier values on yourself. No roll required.

bull rush
prereq: block cost

10

Spend 1 Surge to charge up to one zone distance through enemies 
in a straight line with your shield. Targets hit by this attack are 
knocked down. A Direct Hit deals 1x Impact damage to the target.
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engineering
prereq: none cost

5

Stabilize a Wounded or Dying mechanical target with your nanofax. 
A stabilized Wounded character does not suffer action penalty until 
taking another strike against their life. A stabilized Dying character 
is merely Disabled and no longer crosses their life strikes each 
turn. You can also restore the function of disabled or damaged 
equipment. You must have at least 1 Focus to use this skill.
 
You can remove one strike or cross against a mechanical character's 
Life, or a Vehicle or Starship's critical systems. This requires 1 Scene 
to complete. Basic engineering facilities allow you to remove two 
strikes or crosses at the same time. Advanced engineering facilities 
allow you to remove three strikes or crosses at the same time.
 
You can also use a nanofax to craft items. The number of scenes 
required to complete construction depends on the amount of 
cubits used in the item and the size of the nanofax.

basic

architect
prereq: engineering cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Engineering based skill rolls are increased by 1. You 
must master at least 5 other Engineering based skills to unlock 
this skill.

technical skills

hacking
prereq: engineering cost

10

Break into a secure computer system to steal information and 
override security measures. The more complex the computer 
system and associated security, the more difficult the Technical 
check. You must have at least 5 Focus to use this skill.

nanomechanic
prereq: engineering cost

10

Use your nanofax's nanites to patch up a mechanical character, 
restoring a number of the target's lost Endurance values equal 
to the degrees of success, up to a maximum of 5. Alternatively, 
you can diagnose a mechanical target's condition and remove one 
detrimental effect. You must have at least 3 Focus to use this skill.

reconstruct
prereq: nanomechanic cost

10

Use your nanofax to repair one of the target's Armor values. You 
must pay the associated cubit cost for the repair. A Direct Hit allows 
you to repair a second Armor value. Out of combat you can spend 
a scene to repair all of a target's lost Armor values. You must have 
at least 3 Focus to use this skill.

disintegrate
prereq: nanomechanic cost

10

Use your nanofax to send hostile nanites to disintegrate the enemy. 
This effect removes the target's lowest available Armor value each 
turn for the rest of the combat round. If there is no Armor left, 
Disintegrate moves on to the Endurance, then Life. This skill has 
no effect on targets protected by Barrier. This skill reduces your 
Focus by 1 while it is active.

automation
prereq: architect cost

10

PASSIVE: Your maximum Focus is increased by 1.
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fortify
prereq: nanomechanic cost

10

Use your nanofax to reinforce the target's molecular structure with 
nanites, reducing the damage it takes by half for the rest of the 
combat round. A Direct Hit also grants the target one instance 
of damage immunity. This skill reduces your Focus by 1 while it 
is active.

tractor beam
prereq: engineering cost

10

Use your nanofax to manipulate objects at a distance with a ranged 
accuracy penalty of -3.  Items and weapons can be used remotely 
in this way. You can forcefully pull an object or character up to 
your own size towards you from one zone into a zone adjacent 
to it.  A Direct Hit pulls the target up to 3 zones. This skill has no 
effect on targets protected by Barrier. You must have at least 3 
Focus to use this skill. 

stasis field
prereq: tractor beam cost

10

Use your nanofax to hold and disable an object or character for 
the rest of the combat round, reducing your Focus by 2 while it is 
active. This skill has no effect on targets protected by Barrier. You 
must have at least 5 Focus to use this skill. 

repulsor beam
prereq: tractor beam cost

10

Use your nanofax to forcefully push an object or character up to 
your own size one zone away. A Direct Hit pushes the target up to 
3 zones away. Normal impact damage rules apply. This skill may 
also be used as a Defense Action against slow moving projectiles 
and explosive cells. This skill has no effect on targets protected by 
Barrier. You must have at least 3 Focus to use this skill. 

isokinetics
prereq: tractor beam cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Tractor Beam and Repulsor Beam skills are upgraded 
to affect targets up to twice your size. If Tractor Beam pulls an object 
into melee range, you may immediately follow up with Repulsor 
Beam on the object.

power drain
prereq: engineering cost

10

Use your nanofax to steal energy from one of your target's me-
chanical devices, disabling the item's use for the rest of the combat 
round. Alternatively, you can use Power Drain on a mechanical 
character directly, Stunning them for the rest of the combat round. 
A Direct Hit will Disable the target instead. You must have at least 
3 Focus to use this skill.

Out of combat, this skill can disrupt technical systems and transfer 
power from one device to another. 

emp
prereq: power drain cost

10

Use your nanofax to fire an electromagnetic pulse that causes all 
technology in the target zone to become non-functional for the 
rest of the combat round. This attack deals 1x Mental Damage to  
mechanical targets. You must have at least 5 Focus to use this skill.

Out of combat, this skill can be used to disable high-tech systems 
and nullify automated defenses. Some systems are shielded against 
EMP and are therefore immune to this effect. 

disruption
prereq: power drain cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Power Drain and EMP skills remove all of the target's 
Barrier values.

particle barrier
prereq: engineering cost

10

Use your nanofax to generate a 3x Barrier value for an ally. A Direct 
Hit generates a second Barrier value of the same strength. You must 
have at least 3 Focus to use this skill.

field specialist
prereq: particle barrier cost

10

PASSIVE: The potency of your Particle Barrier, Force Field, and 
Containment Field skills is increased by 1x.
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containment field
prereq: force field cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Force Field skill is upgraded with the ability to form 
a sphere that can contain objects and characters inside of it.

damage fields
prereq: force field cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Force Field skill is upgraded with the ability to deal 
1x damage to contained objects at the start of each turn and deal 
2x damage to targets that walk into it.

holography
prereq: engineering cost

10

Use your nanofax to generate a convincing holographic decoy 
that fools organic and mechanical targets alike for the rest of the 
combat round. The decoy can look like anything you want and can 
even hold a conversation with someone. However, it is running on 
simple software from your nanofax, limiting its ability to convinc-
ingly interact in social situations for very long. The hologram is 
destroyed after taking any damage. This skill reduces your Focus 
by 1 while it is active.

diversion
prereq: holography cost

10

Use your nanofax to project multiple holograms into a zone for 
the rest of the combat round. Enemy targets within Line of Sight 
of these holograms must make a Social check against becoming 
Confused for the duration of the effect. This skill reduces your 
Focus by 3 while it is active.

disguise
prereq: holography cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Holography skill is upgraded with the ability to 
project a hologram around yourself to change your appearance. 
Unlike independent versions, this hologram is directly linked to 
your own actions, making it very convincing in social situations.

photonic drones
prereq: holography cost

10

Use your nanofax to generate a photonic drone that lasts for the 
rest of the combat round. No roll required. The drone is able to 
move and make a pistol type attack during your turn. Photonic 
drones are destroyed after sustaining a single hit. Each active drone 
reduces your Focus by 1 while it is active.

assault drones
prereq: photonic drones cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Photonic Drones are upgraded to have a rifle type 
attack.

interception
prereq: photonic drones cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Photonic Drones are upgraded with the ability 
to intercept thrown objects and explosive cells aimed at you. If 
successful, the drone is destroyed and the attack is stopped.

drone burst
prereq: photonic drones cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Photonic Drones are upgraded with the ability to 
explode with a powerful photonic flash when destroyed. Targets 
in the same zone as the drone are Blinded for one turn.

force field
prereq: particle barrier cost

10

Use your nanofax to generate an invisible force field to restrict 
passage through an area and ward off attacks. The force field can 
absorb 20+4x damage before being destroyed. The field does not 
stop Telepathy based skills or Barrier Passing damage. This skill 
reduces your Focus by 2 while it is active.

implosion
prereq: field specialist cost

10

Use your nanofax to remove the three highest Barrier values from 
the target. A Direct Hit removes all of the target's Barrier values. 
The target then takes damage equal to the highest value removed. 
You must have at least 5 Focus to use this skill.
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physics
prereq: none cost

5

Use your nanofax to reveal details about an object, area, or char-
acter. During combat you can determine a character's available 
equipment, skills, and current condition. You have a chance to 
automatically detect new targets entering a combat encounter 
between rounds. You can also attempt to locate and track invisible 
targets. Sensor data can be freely relayed to allies within commu-
nications range. You must have at least 1 Focus to use this skill.

basic

scientist
prereq: physics cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Physics based skill rolls are increased by 1. You must 
master at least 5 other Physics based skills to unlock this skill.

graviton surge
prereq: physics cost

10

Use your nanofax to suddenly increase gravity in the target zone 
for the rest of the combat round. Affected targets must make 
an Athletics check each turn they are in the zone to avoid being 
knocked down and Immobilized. If an affected target was flying, 
it falls to the ground and takes appropriate impact damage. This 
skill reduces your Focus by 2 while it is active.

singularity
prereq: graviton surge cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Graviton Surge is upgraded with the ability to pull 
targets from adjacent zones into its zone. Affected targets make 
an Athletics check to avoid being pulled. Targets in the same zone 
as the Singularity take 1x impact damage each turn.

antigravity
prereq: graviton surge cost

10

Use your nanofax to nullify gravity, levitating everything in the 
target zone into the air for the rest of the combat round. Affected 
targets require alternative movement methods in order to move 
and have their action dice reduced by 1. This skill reduces your 
Focus by 2 while it is active.

dampening field
prereq: physics cost

10

Use your nanofax to prevent enemy technical and psionic skills 
from affecting a selected target for the rest of the combat round. 
This skill reduces your Focus by 1 while it is active.

nullification
prereq: dampening field cost

10

Use your nanofax to immediately end a persistent effect. You must 
have at least 3 Focus to use this skill.

reverse polarity
prereq: physics cost

10

Use your nanofax to send an enemy technical or psionic skill back 
at the source as an Interrupt Defense Action. You do not have to be 
the target of the skill, but you must have line of sight to the source. 
You must have at least 5 Focus to use this skill.

feedback pulse
prereq: reverse polarity cost

10

Use your nanofax to put a damage field around an ally for the rest of 
the combat round. Whenever the affected target takes damage, half 
of the damage is reflected back to the attacker. This skill reduces 
your Focus by 1 while it is active.

subspace rift
prereq: physics cost

10

Use your nanofax to open a subspace rift in the target zone for 
the rest of the combat round. Targets in the affected zone are 
completely cut off from all communications and are unable to use 
or be affected by Psionic abilities. Affected targets not in cover 
take 1x Psyche Damage immediately and at the start of each turn. 
Targets protected by Barriers are immune to this effect. This skill 
reduces your Focus by 2 while it is active.
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hyperspace rift
prereq: subspace rift cost

10

Use your nanofax to open a hyperspace rift in the target zone 
for the rest of the combat round. Targets in the affected zone are 
Blinded and lose all Barrier values. Affected targets not in cover take 
1x Endurance Damage immediately and at the start of each turn. 
This skill reduces your Focus by 2 while it is active.

thermal induction
prereq: physics cost

10

Use your nanofax to launch a surge of heat that lights the target 
ablaze, dealing 10+1x damage and Burning the target for the rest 
of the combat round. A Direct Hit detonates on impact, Burning 
nearby targets as well. You must have at least 3 Focus to use this 
skill.

incineration
prereq: thermal induction cost

10

PASSIVE: The potency of your Burning effects is increased by 1x.

flamethrower
prereq: thermal induction cost

10

Use your nanofax to project a stream of intense plasma that deals 
10+1x damage to all targets in front of you in a cone. Affected 
targets are Burned for the rest of the combat round. The maximum 
range of this attack is the adjacent zone. You must have at least 5 
Focus to use this skill.

firewall
prereq: thermal induction cost

10

Use your nanofax to generate a wall of intense flames for the rest 
of the combat round. Targets that pass through the wall take 20 
damage and are Burned for the rest of the combat round. This skill 
reduces your Focus by 2 while it is active.

cryogenic freeze
prereq: physics cost

10

Use your nanofax to blast the target with freezing cryogen, dealing 
10+1x damage the target. A Direct Hit Stuns the target for the 
rest of the combat round. You must have at least 3 Focus to use 
this skill.

frostbite
prereq: cryogenic freeze cost

10

PASSIVE: Cryogenic Freeze and Cryo Blast now deal Armor De-
structive damage.

cryo blast
prereq: cryogenic freeze cost

10

Use your nanofax to project a stream of freezing cryogen that deals 
10+1x damage to all targets in front of you in a cone. A Direct Hit 
Stuns the target for the rest of the combat round. The maximum 
range of this attack is the adjacent zone. You must have at least 5 
Focus to use this skill.

glaciate
prereq: cryogenic freeze cost

10

Use your nanofax to coat the target zone in ice for the rest of the 
combat round. Targets on the ground make an Athletics check at 
the start of each turn to avoid falling down. Downed targets take 1x 
Endurance damage each turn unless they are protected by Barrier. 
This skill reduces your Focus by 2 while it is active.

electron surge
prereq: physics cost

10

Use your nanofax to lash out at the target with a surge of electricity, 
dealing 10+1x damage the target. A Direct Hit deals Armor Piercing 
damage. You must have at least 3 Focus to use this skill.

electrocute
prereq: electron surge cost

10

PASSIVE: Electron Surge, Chain Lightning and Ball Lightning have 
their damage potency increased by 1x.

chain lightning
prereq: electron surge cost

10

Use your nanofax to launch an arc of electricity that deals 4x 
damage. If successful, the attack jumps to another target in the 
same zone with 1x less damage potency. This continues until the 
attack misses or the damage potency is depleted. You must have 
at least 5 Focus to use this skill.
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ball lightning
prereq: electron surge cost

10

Use your nanofax to create an orb of electric power that travels 
in a straight line until it strikes an obstruction, moving one zone 
at the start of each turn. When the orb enters a zone, all targets 
in that zone are struck by arcing electricity, taking 2x damage. A 
Direct Hit deals Armor Piercing damage. If the orb impacts a target 
directly, the target takes 4x Armor Piercing damage. However, the 
orb moves too slowly to directly impact a target that is not Downed, 
Immobilized, or Disabled. This skill reduces your Focus by 2 while 
it is active.

biotech
prereq: none cost

5

Stabilize a Wounded or Dying biological target with your nanofax. 
A stabilized Wounded character does not suffer action penalty until 
taking another strike against their life. A stabilized Dying character 
is merely Disabled and no longer crosses their life strikes each turn. 
You must have at least 1 Focus to use this skill.
 
You can remove one strike or cross against a biological character's 
Life. This requires 1 Scene to complete. Basic medical facilities allow 
you to remove two strikes or crosses at the same time. Advanced 
medical facilities allow you to remove three strikes or crosses at 
the same time. 

basic

physician
prereq: biotech cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Biotech based skill rolls are increased by 1. You must 
master at least 5 other Biotech based skills to unlock this skill. 

nanomedicine
prereq: biotech cost

10

Use your nanofax's nanites to heal a biological character and 
dull their pain, restoring a number of the target's lost Endurance 
values equal to the degrees of success, up to a maximum of 5. 
Alternatively, you can diagnose a biological target's condition and 
remove one detrimental effect. You must have at least 2 Focus to 
use this skill.

medical supervision
prereq: nanomedicine cost

10

Use your nanofax to cause your medical nanites to linger, Regener-
ating the target for the rest of the combat round. A Direct Hit grants 
the target one instance of damage immunity.  This skill reduces 
your Focus by 1 while it is active.

rapid recovery
prereq: medical supervision cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Regeneration effects are upgraded to restore the 
target's highest lost Endurance value instead of the lowest.

triage center
prereq: medical supervision cost

10

Use your nanofax to generate a nanite field that restores the highest 
lost Endurance value of each biological ally in the target zone for 
the rest of the combat round. Whenever an affected ally loses an 
Endurance value, that character gains a Barrier value equal to what 
was lost. This skill reduces your Focus by 2 while it is active.

adrenal boost
prereq: nanomedicine cost

10

Use your nanofax's nanites to send a biological target's body into 
overdrive, increasing all of their Martial action rolls by 1 for the 
rest of the combat round. This skill reduces your Focus by 1 while 
it is active.
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nanotoxin
prereq: biotech cost

10

Use your nanofax's nanites to attack a biological target from within, 
Poisoning the target for the rest of the combat round. This skill has 
no effect on targets protected by Barrier. This skill reduces your 
Focus by 1 while it is active.

anesthetize
prereq: nanotoxin cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Nanotoxin skill is upgraded with the ability to 
Disable the target instead of Poisoning it.

hallucinogen
prereq: nanotoxin cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Nanotoxin skill is upgraded with the ability to 
Confuse the target instead of Poisoning it.

propagate
prereq: nanotoxin cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Nanotoxin skill is upgraded so that the effect will 
spread to one additional target in the same zone at the start of 
each turn.

aerosolize
prereq: nanomedicine cost

10

Consume a stimpack with your nanofax and transform the contents 
into an aerosol that affects all biological targets in the zone. You 
must have at least 5 Focus to use this skill.

cybernetics
prereq: biotech cost

10

PASSIVE: Your body has been upgraded with the framework for 
advanced cybernetic technology and you understand the basics 
of how to operate and maintain your upgrades. You are considered 
to be both a biological and a mechanical character (unless you are 
Pandoran). Effects that only target biological or mechanical targets 
are only half effective on you. Each Cybernetics based skill requires 
allied Technical support to install into your body.

cyber skeleton
prereq: cybernetics cost

10

PASSIVE: The damage you receive from impacts is reduced by half. 
Your Life has no damage limit, preventing multiple strikes from a 
single event.

cyber arms
prereq: cybernetics cost

10

PASSIVE: The damage potency of your melee attacks is increased 
by 1x. You have the physical strength of three members of your 
species combined.

cyber legs
prereq: cybernetics cost

10

PASSIVE: You can sprint across two zones with a single movement 
action. You can leap one zone distance. You can make controlled 
drops of up to 2 zones without taking impact damage. Your feet 
can magnetize to metallic surfaces.

cyber eyes
prereq: cybernetics cost

10

PASSIVE: The damage potency of your gun attacks is increased 
by 1x. You can see the infrared, ultraviolet, and x-ray spectrums. 

cyber ears
prereq: cybernetics cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Defense Action rolls against sneaking targets are 
increased by 1. You can hear soft sounds, listen through simple 
walls, and echolocate. Your Atheltics checks involving balance are 
increased by 1. 

cyber skin
prereq: cybernetics cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Endurance values now behave like Armor values, 
requiring at least half their value in damage before they are lost. 
Armor Destructive damage now applies to your Endurance values 
as well.
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psionic skills

telepathy
prereq: none cost

5

Use telepathy to touch the minds of other biological targets for 
communication and observation purposes. The surface thoughts 
of a target can be read without alerting them. Minds that are 
very familiar to you may be reached anywhere within planetary 
range. You can sense the presence of living things in the area, even 
sneaking and invisible targets, but are unable to pinpoint an exact 
position. Other psionic targets are the easiest to detect, increasing 
your roll against them by 1. If you already have Telekinesis or 
Teledynamics, the cost to acquire this skill is increased to 10.

telepathic expertise
prereq: telepathy cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Telepathy based skill rolls are increased by 1. You 
must master at least 5 other Telepathy based skills to unlock this 
skill.

telepathic savant
prereq: telepathic expertise cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Telepathy skills get Direct Hits with only 3 degrees of 
success. Your ranged accuracy penalty for Telepathy skills is reduced 
to -1 per zone. Exclusive with Telekinetic Savant and Teledynamic 
Savant. 

mental probe
prereq: telepathy cost

10

Spend 5 Psi with your telepathy for deep interrogation into a 
biological target's mind. This requires physical contact with the 
target's head (or equivalent). Make repeated contests against the 
target's Social check. The loser of each contest takes 1x Mental 
damage. If the target becomes Imposed, you gain full access to their 
mind. If you become Imposed, the interrogation ends in failure. The 
interrogation can be ended prematurely. 

Once successful, you can access and manipulate the target's 
memories. Short term memory is easy to manipulate, but long 
term memory may require additional skill checks. This skill cannot 
be used in combat.

migraine
prereq: mental probe cost

10

Spend 2 Psi to attack a biological target with your telepathy, dealing 
1x Mental damage against their Social check. Physical contact with 
the target's head (or equivalent) increases the damage dealt to 
2x. Attempting to grab the target this way allows this attack to be 
dodged prior to the Social check.

mesmerize
prereq: mental probe cost

10

Spend 2 Psi with your telepathy to trap a biological target's mind 
in a mental delusion that completely Disables them. At the start 
of each turn, you must spend 1 Psi to maintain the effect or else 
the effect ends. A Direct Hit causes the effect to last the rest of the 
combat round without spending Psi each turn. If the target takes 
any damage, the effect will immediately end. This effect persists 
across combat rounds.

dominate
prereq: mental probe cost

10

Spend 3 Psi to seize control of an Imposed biological target for one 
turn. This allows you to dictate the controlled character's actions 
during their turn. The effect ends immediately if the target leaves 
the Imposed state. You can spend 1 Psi at the start of each turn to 
extend the duration of the effect one more turn. A Direct Hit causes 
the effect to last the rest of the combat round without spending 
Psi each turn. This effect persists across combat rounds.
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mind trick
prereq: telepathy cost

10

Spend 2 Psi to temporarily influence the thoughts of a biological 
target against their Social check. This allows you to make the target 
believe an idea you've planted in their mind. A Direct Hit makes 
the target unaware of your interference afterwards. Spend any 
additional number of Psi to affect that many more targets.

empathic influence
prereq: mind trick cost

10

Spend 2 Psi to temporarily influence the emotions of a biological 
target against their Social check. This effect is subtle and isn't 
noticed unless the target is also a telepath. During combat, this 
allows you to inflict your choice of Fear, Rage, or Confusion for 
the rest of the combat round. Spend 3 additional Psi to affect all 
targets in the same zone and adjacent zones.

dread
prereq: mind trick cost

10

Spend 2 Psi to fill the target with a sense of doom for the rest of the 
combat round against their Social check. Whenever the target fails 
an action, it takes damage equal to the degrees of failure directly 
to Psyche. Spend 3 additional Psi to target an entire zone instead.

psychotherapy
prereq: telepathy cost

10

Spend 2 Psi with your telepathy to help ease a biological target's 
mental distress. The target restores a number of lost Psyche values 
equal to the degrees of success. You also remove one instance of 
Rage, Fear, or Confusion from the target. Spend 1 additional Psi to 
also stabilize a target with Mind strikes, removing them from the 
Imposed state until they take another strike against their Mind.

soothing aura
prereq: psychotherapy cost

10

PASSIVE: Biological allies in the same zone as you automatically 
restore their lowest lost Psyche value.

psychosomatic
prereq: telepathy cost

10

Spend 2 Psi to form a link between a biological target's mind and 
body. Whenever the target loses or restores a Psyche value, they 
also lose or restore their lowest Endurance value accordingly. At 
the start of each turn, you must spend 1 Psi to maintain the effect 
or else the effect ends. A Direct Hit causes the effect to last the rest 
of the combat round without spending Psi each turn. This effect 
persists across combat rounds.

placebo
prereq: psychosomatic cost

10

Spend 3 Psi to trick a biological target's mind into healing their 
body, restoring their highest lost Endurance value. A Direct Hit 
Regenerates the target for the rest of the combat round. Spend 2 
additional Psi to stabilize a Wounded or Dying biological target. A 
stabilized Wounded character does not suffer action penalty until 
taking another strike against their life. A stabilized Dying character 
is merely Disabled and no longer crosses their life strikes each turn.

psionic leech
prereq: psychosomatic cost

10

PASSIVE: Whenever you directly damage a target's Endurance or 
Psyche, you restore your lowest lost Endurance or Psyche value 
accordingly.

psi warrior
prereq: psionic leech cost

10

PASSIVE: Psionic Leech also grants 1 Surge when triggered.

clairvoyance
prereq: telepathy cost

10

You have the ability to view a familiar place, person, or object 
over vast distances. This requires one Scene to complete. A failed 
attempt prevents you from trying again until the next day. The level 
of Affinity determines the difficulty of the check: 
 
 No Affinity = Hard Check (8)
 3  Affinity = Difficult Check (6)
 5 Affinity = Average Check (4)
 7 or more Affinity = Easy Check (2)
 
If viewing a person, they have the ability to contest your Psionics 
with their Social in order to prevent your intrusion.
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psychometry
prereq: clairvoyance cost

10

You can see the recent events that have surrounded a held object. 
The more unique the object, the more it can reveal. Biological allies 
in the same zone can also be allowed to see your visions of the past. 
The images and sounds are hazy and it is impossible to identify 
individuals this way.

danger sense
prereq: clairvoyance cost

10

PASSIVE: Whenever you are in the presence of a lethal danger, you 
get a sensation of impending doom. The feeling is not specific and 
often triggers mere seconds before the dangerous incident occurs.

telekinesis
prereq: none cost

5

Use telekinesis to move objects at a distance with your mind with 
a Half Action. Items and weapons can be used remotely in this 
way. You can spend 1 Psi and a Full Action to move objects into 
an adjacent zone or propel them forcefully across up to 3 zones. 
Alternatively, this skill can be used to hold and Disable an object. 
At the start of each turn, you must spend 1 Psi to maintain the 
effect or else the effect ends. A Direct Hit causes the effect to last 
the rest of the combat round without spending Psi each turn. If 
you already have Telepathy or Teledynamics, the cost to acquire 
this skill is increased to 10.

telekinetic expertise
prereq: telekinesis cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Telekinesis based skill rolls are increased by 1. You 
must master at least 5 other Telekinesis based skills to unlock this 
skill.

telekinetic savant
prereq: telekinetic expertise cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Telekinesis skills get Direct Hits with only 3 degrees 
of success. Your ranged accuracy penalty for Telekinesis skills is 
reduced to -1 per zone. Exclusive with Telepathic Savant and 
Teledynamic Savant. 

levitation
prereq: telekinesis cost

10

PASSIVE: You are hovering 1 meter off the ground at all times 
unless otherwise specified. You can make a controlled descent or 
ascent of any height and resist throws by spending 1 Psi for every 
zone traversed.

directed force
prereq: telekinesis cost

10

Spend 2 Psi to blast an enemy with pure kinetic force, dealing 10+3x 
damage and knocking them down. A Direct Hit throws the target 
up to 3 zones in any direction. Spend up to 5 additional Psi to 
increase the base damage by 3 each.

force wave
prereq: directed force cost

10

Spend 3 Psi to blast all targets in front of you in a ranged cone, 
dealing 10+2x damage and knocking them down. The maximum 
range of this attack is the adjacent zone. Alternatively, you can blast 
all targets in the same zone around you. Spend up to 5 additional 
Psi to increase the base damage by 2 each.

crushing force
prereq: directed force cost

10

Spend 2 Psi to Immobilize the target for the rest of the combat 
round. The target takes 2x Armor Piercing damage at the start 
of each turn. At the start of each turn, you must spend 1 Psi to 
maintain the effect or else the effect ends. A Direct Hit causes the 
effect to last the rest of the combat round without spending Psi 
each turn.
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maelstrom
prereq: force wave cost

10

Spend 3 Psi to generate a whirling storm of kinetic energy in the 
target zone. Targets in the zone cannot make use of cover and 
have their action rolls reduced by 3 for the duration of the effect. 
Maelstrom dangerously hurls objects in the environment around at 
high speed, dealing 2x damage to targets in the affected zone each 
turn. Maelstrom can pick up ambient material such as sand, water, 
flames, and smoke, adding special narrative effects to the storm. 

At the start of each turn, you must spend 1 Psi to maintain the effect 
or else the effect ends. A Direct Hit causes the effect to last the rest 
of the combat round without spending Psi each turn.

propulsion
prereq: directed force cost

10

Spend up to 5 Psi to launch yourself that many zones at an unob-
structed target, slamming into them knocking them down. You and 
the target take half of the impact damage from the collision. This 
skill can be used without a target for rapid movement purposes, 
knocking everything down around you at the destination zone 
with a wave of kinetic energy.

shunt inertia
prereq: propulsion cost

10

PASSIVE: The target of Propulsion takes all of the impact damage 
from the collision and you take no damage at all. Propulsion can 
now be used as a Defense Action against impact damage.

kinetic strikes
prereq: telekinesis cost

10

Spend up to 5 Psi with a Free Action to increase the base damage of 
your Unarmed attacks by 2 each for the rest of the combat round. 
No roll required.

shattering blows
prereq: kinetic strikes cost

10

PASSIVE: Your unarmed attacks are Armor Destructive while under 
the effects of Kinetic Strikes.

deflect
prereq: kinetic strikes cost

10

Spend 1 Psi to deflect enemy attacks aimed at you as a Defense 
Action. Deflect cannot defend against zone targeting effects. Spend 
2 additional Psi to redirect a deflected Ranged or Explosive attack 
at a different target. 

kinetic barrier
prereq: telekinesis cost

10

Spend up to 5 Psi to generate a Barrier value of equal potency for 
an ally. A Direct Hit generates a second Barrier value of the same 
strength.

aegis
prereq: kinetic barrier cost

10

Spend 3 Psi to encapsulate your current zone in a protective field, 
preventing anything from passing through it for the rest of the 
combat round. Whenever an attack or object tries to penetrate the 
field, you must spend 1 Psi or else the field will collapse. A single 
action that strikes your field multiple times only requires you to 
spend Psi once. 

The protective field is centered on you and will follow you as you 
move. You cannot use other psionic skills while maintaining the 
protective field and this skill cannot be used the following combat 
round. The field does not stop Telepathy based skills or Barrier 
Passing damage.

sanctuary
prereq: aegis cost

10

Your Aegis skill is upgraded to only require that you spend 2 Psi at 
the start of each turn to maintain the field regardless of how many 
attempts are made to penetrate it.

barricade
prereq: kinetic barrier cost

10

Spend up to 5 Psi to generate an equal number of 2x Barrier values 
for yourself. A Direct Hit also grants you one instance of damage 
immunity.
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teledynamics
prereq: none cost

5

Use your teledynamic powers to manipulate the flow of energy and 
feed on it to sustain yourself. The base damage of your teledynamic 
abilities is increased by 1 for each Psi you have in stock, up to a 
maximum of 10. You can substitute one hour of energy absorption 
from a suitable source for 8 hours of sleep and 1 week's rations. 
If you already have Telekinesis or Telepathy, the cost to acquire 
this skill is increased to 10.

teledynamic expertise
prereq: teledynamics cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Teledynamic based skill rolls are increased by 1. You 
must master at least 5 other Teledynamic based skills to unlock 
this skill.

teledynamic savant
prereq: teledynamic expertise cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Teledynamic skills get Direct Hits with only 3 degrees 
of success. Your ranged accuracy penalty for Teledynamic skills is 
reduced to -1 per zone. Exclusive with Telekinetic Savant and 
Telepathic Savant. 

living energy
prereq: teledynamics cost

10

PASSIVE: Your maximum Psi pool is increased by 2. 

unbound
prereq: living energy cost

10

PASSIVE: Your maximum Psi pool is increased by 3. 

conversion
prereq: living energy cost

10

PASSIVE: You gain 1 Psi whenever you lose an Endurance or Psyche 
value.

psi drain
prereq: conversion cost

10

Make physical contact with an enemy target to deplete Psi from it 
equal to the degrees of success. You then gain an equal number of 
Psi. A Direct Hit Stuns the target for the rest of the combat round.

limit break
prereq: conversion cost

10

Once per turn, you can sacrifice one of your Endurance or Psyche 
values as a Free Action. No roll required. The next Psionic attack skill 
you use adds the sacrificed value to the base damage. This effect 
also applies to non-psionic attacks that have been enhanced by 
a psionic skill.

imbue
prereq: teledynamics cost

10

Spend up to 5 Psi with a Half Action to add 2 each to the target's 
base weapon damage for the rest of the combat round. A Direct 
Hit also makes the damage Armor Destructive.

overload
prereq: imbue cost

10

Spend up to 3 Psi to deal Armor Destructive damage to a target 
with the base damage equal to the target's current Psi resource 
and potency equal to the number of Psi you spent. A Direct Hit 
detonates your Overload, dealing half of the total damage to all 
other targets in the same zone as the primary target.
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psi pulse
prereq: teledynamics cost

10

Spend 2 Psi to launch a psionic energy pulse, dealing 5+1x damage 
to the target. A Direct Hit makes the attack Armor Destructive. This 
skill has no ranged accuracy penalty. Psi Pulses are able to curve 
around large obstructions and corners with the attack action roll 
reduced by 2.

pulse flurry
prereq: psi pulse cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Psi Pulse skill is upgraded with the ability to spend 
up to 2 additional Psi to launch that many more Psi Pulses. Each 
pulse may have its own target and is defended against individually.

pulse storm
prereq: pulse flurry cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Pulse Flurry skill is upgraded to have no limit to the 
number of Psi you can spend to launch Psi Pulses. 

pulse grenade
prereq: psi pulse cost

10

Spend up to 5 Psi to deploy an unstable orb of psionic energy. The 
orb deals Armor Destructive damage to everything in the target 
zone when it explodes with potency equal to the number of Psi 
spent. The explosion can occur immediately or be triggered any 
time as an Interrupt Action.

blast grenade
prereq: pulse grenade cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Pulse Grenade skill's explosion is upgraded to 
destroy all simple obstructions in the zone.

energy beam
prereq: teledynamics cost

10

Spend 2 Psi to project a beam of psionic energy that deals 10+2x 
Armor Destructive damage to the target and all other targets in 
the path of the beam. A Direct Hit becomes Armor Piercing as well. 
Spend up to 3 additional Psi to increase the potency of the attack 
by 1x each. 

Alternatively, you can choose to sweep the beam across all targets 
in front of you in a wide arc for half damage with a maximum range 
of adjacent zone. 

obliterate
prereq: energy beam cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Energy Beam skill is upgraded with the ability to 
blast through and destroy simple obstructions. Each time the beam 
blasts through an obstruction, the damage total is reduced by half. 
This effect does not apply when the Energy Beam is swept across 
an arc.

nova
prereq: teledynamics cost

10

Spend 3 Psi to emit a wave of energy that strips all Barrier values 
from all targets in the same zone and knocks them down. A Direct 
Hit Stuns targets for the rest of the combat round. Spend 2 addi-
tional Psi any number of times to extend the range of this skill 
by one zone each in all directions around you.

aura vision
prereq: teledynamics cost

10

PASSIVE: You have the ability to see the psionic energy surrounding 
living creatures, represented by a colored aura. Bright auras indicate 
strong psionic potential and fading auras represent impending 
death. The meaning of the colors is as follows:

Red  - Anger and Malice.
Orange- Determination and Confidence.
Yellow  - Fear and Pain.
Green  - Envy and Deceit.
Blue  - Sadness and Despair. 
Violet  - Love and Passion.
Black  - Blight possession.

astral projection
prereq: aura vision cost

10

Spend a scene to project your psionic energy outside of your body, 
allowing you to move within and sense the physical world without 
being affected by it. You can still be affected by Telepathy and seen 
by Aura Vision. 

You cannot be dealt physical damage in this state, but another 
Astral Projection can perform unarmed attacks against you for 1x 
Mental damage. 

If your Mind becomes Broken, you will be disconnected from your 
body and will die in 10 scenes unless guided back by a Telepath or 
by another Astral Projection with a Psionic check.
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social skills

influence
prereq: none cost

5

Persuasion: You can attempt to Persuade an uncooperative NPC 
to go along with your request. Persuasion can be attempted out 
of combat or between combat rounds. The more opposed the NPC 
is to your proposal, the higher the difficulty of the Social check.
NPCs have core values representing deeply held personal beliefs 
and ethics. Core values are immune to normal persuasion.
 
Coercion: Coercing an NPC involves threatening something or 
someone the NPC cares about in order to gain their cooperation. 
The more the NPC believes the threat, the more effective the 
coercion. No roll required. Using Coercion to force cooperation 
will severely damage your relationship with an NPC and remove 
any Affinity you have with each other.
 
Bribery: There are times when all it takes to smooth things over 
is a little motivation and compensation. This can be as minor 
as a few cubits or as major as undertaking a personal task. The 
more generous your offer, the more effective the bribery. No roll 
required.Attempting to bribe against core values will damage your 
relationship with an NPC and lower your Affinity with them by 1.

charisma
prereq: influence cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Influence based skill rolls are increased by 1. You 
must master at least 5 other Influence based skills to unlock this 
skill.

basic

diplomacy
prereq: influence cost

10

Your diplomatic talents allow you to build Affinity with even the 
most stubborn opponents. Attempt to persuade a target against 
their core values during a scene. If successful, the NPC will not yield 
to your proposal, but you gain 1 Affinity with each other. Affinity 
begins to shift the NPC's core values and causes them to begin 
seeing things your way. 
 
Upon reaching 5 Affinity, the NPC is successfully persuaded and no 
longer opposes your views. Failing an attempt at Diplomacy will 
lower your affinity with each other by 1 instead. You must have at 
least 3 Clarity to use this skill.

parley
prereq: diplomacy cost

10

Have a Social contest with the enemy leader. If successful, end the 
current combat round after the completion of the current turn. 
The combat encounter is paused and a Scene immediately begins. 
If the enemy leader has 3 or more Affinity with you, this skill is 
an automatic success. Parley can only be used once in a single 
encounter. You must have at least 7 Clarity to use this skill.

deception
prereq: influence cost

5

You can whip up a falsehood to manipulate others into behaving 
the way you see fit. Have a Social conflict to attempt to deceive an 
NPC. An NPC that fails the contest falls for the deception and will 
act accordingly. 
 
Whenever something doesn't line up with what you've told them, 
the NPC can make another Social check to determine if they see 
through your deception. As soon as the NPC realizes you lied to 
them, they will revert back to their original behavior and may 
become hostile. 
 
Using Deception can damage your relationship with an NPC if they 
discover the truth. This will lower your Affinity with them according 
to how upset they are about being deceived. You must have at 
least 5 Clarity to use this skill.

basic
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con artist
prereq: deception cost

10

PASSIVE: The targets of your deceptions are so convinced that 
they will overlook discrepancies in your story. Affected NPCs do 
not make Social checks to see through your lie. Your deceptions 
last long term until overwhelming evidence is provided.

boost morale
prereq: influence cost

5

Restore a friendly target's highest lost Psyche value. A Direct Hit 
grants one instance of mental damage immunity. 

basic

counseling
prereq: boost morale cost

10

Spend one scene helping an ally cope with their psychological 
trauma to remove one strike against their Mind. The target also 
gains 1 Clarity. You must have at least 5 Clarity to use this skill.

psychologist
prereq: counseling cost

10

PASSIVE: Counseling removes 2 strikes at once. Boost Morale 
causes the target to also restore their lowest lost Psyche value each 
turn for the rest of the combat round. A Direct Hit with an Influence 
based action grants you one additional Clarity.

market savvy
prereq: influence cost

10

Use your economics expertise to improve your purchase and selling 
prices with a particular vendor by 10% for the rest of the session. 
A Direct Hit improves prices by 25%. A Critical Success improves 
prices by 50%.

tycoon
prereq: market savvy cost

10

You can spend a scene and sacrifice one of your merits to increase 
your income rate by 10%. No roll required.

deep connections
prereq: market savvy cost

5

You can spend a scene and sacrifice one of your merits to wipe out 
your debt or clear your bounty. No roll required.

presence
prereq: none cost

5

Upon entering an area, you can make a Free Action to either stand 
out or avoid notice. 

confidence
prereq: presence cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Presence based skill rolls are increased by 1. You 
must master at least 5 other Presence based skills to unlock this skill. 

basic

inner peace
prereq: confidence cost

10

Once per session, you can reset your Clarity to 5. No roll required.

resistance
prereq: presence cost

10

PASSIVE: All of your Psyche values are increased by 1.

indomitable
prereq: resistance cost

10

PASSIVE: All of your Psyche values are increased by 2.
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intimidation
prereq: presence cost

5

You can attempt to frighten someone into submission with a Social 
contest. This is particularly effective against timid or weak-willed 
characters. If successful, the NPC will have a fearful response to your 
intimidation and become reluctant to upset you. The NPC also takes 
Mental damage equal to your degrees of success. An Imposed NPC 
will even act against their core values. If the NPC wins the contest, 
they restore their highest lost Resistance value instead.
 
During combat encounters this skill can be used to inflict the Fear 
condition in a target for the rest of the combat round.
 
Using Intimidation can damage your relationship with an NPC if 
they start to fear you beyond the initial conflict. This will lower 
your Affinity with them according to how uncomfortable you make 
them. You must have at least 3 Clarity to use this skill.

basic

malice
prereq: intimidation cost

10

PASSIVE: Your damage potency against targets with the Fear 
condition is increased by 1x.

frightening
prereq: intimidation cost

10

PASSIVE: Your very presence is terrifying, causing all enemies in 
the same zone to make a Social check against Fear at the start of 
each combat round.

subtlety
prereq: presence cost

5

You can attempt to sneak through areas or perform simple actions 
without being noticed. If you attack a target while its guard is down, 
their action dice are reduced by 1 and your action dice are increased 
by 1. If the enemy is alert, but doesn't know where you are, your 
action dice are increased by 1. Your sneaking state is cancelled 
when you reveal yourself or are discovered by an enemy. Attacking 
will automatically remove you from the sneaking state.

basic

elusive
prereq: subtlety cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Social checks against being discovered while 
sneaking are increased by 1.

assassin
prereq: subtlety cost

10

Attacking does not automatically remove you from the sneaking 
state. After attacking an enemy, you can make a Social check to 
see if your attack goes unnoticed. If you fail the roll, you are not 
revealed, but other enemies in the area are alerted. You must have 
at least 5 Clarity to use this skill.

anticipation
prereq: assassin cost

10

PASSIVE: You gain Surge whenever you begin a turn in the 
sneaking state. 

escape artist
prereq: subtlety cost

10

Once per turn you can attempt to free yourself from any sort of 
restraint or confinement. You must have at least 5 Clarity to use 
this skill.

concealment
prereq: subtlety cost

10

PASSIVE: You can make Subtlety checks on behalf of other sneak-
ing allies in the same zone. If you have a cloaking device, allies in 
the same zone share its effects.

leadership
prereq: none cost

5

Suggest an action to an allied target within communications 
range with a Half Action. Your ally does not have to follow your 
suggestion, but if the action is performed as suggested, the action 
roll is increased by 1.

basic
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paragon
prereq: leadership cost

10

PASSIVE: Your Leadership based skill rolls are increased by 1. You 
must master at least 5 other Leadership based skills to unlock this 
skill.

inspirational
prereq: leadership cost

10

PASSIVE: Whenever you get a Direct Hit with one of your Lead-
ership skills, allies affected by that skill gain one Luck. This effect 
does not work on yourself.

tactics
prereq: leadership cost

5

Spend a scene laying out a plan for an upcoming event. No roll 
required. You and your allies get +1 to all actions planned ahead 
of time. You must have at least 7 Clarity to use this skill.

basic

quick thinking
prereq: tactics cost

10

Once per session you can change your Tactics plan on the fly with 
a Free Action. No roll required. During combat this can only be 
done between rounds.

prioritize
prereq: tactics cost

10

Designate an enemy or ally as the primary target for your team for 
the rest of the combat round. Your allies do not have to follow your 
directive, but anyone that attacks or supports the marked target has 
that action roll increased by 1. Only one target can be prioritized at 
a time. You must have at least 3 Clarity to use this skill.

split priorities
prereq: prioritize cost

10

PASSIVE: You can Prioritize one enemy and one ally at the same 
time. 

rally point
prereq: leadership cost

10

Designate any zone in the encounter as a rally point for the rest of 
the combat round. The zone removes one detrimental condition 
from allies each turn. Allies within the zone have their Defense 
Action rolls increased by 1. You must have at least 5 Clarity to 
use this skill.

take point
prereq: leadership cost

10

Become the default target for enemies to attack for the rest of the 
combat round. No roll required. Intelligent enemies can attempt 
to choose a different target with a Social contest. You must have 
at least 5 Clarity to use this skill.

stand ground
prereq: take point cost

10

PASSIVE: Whenever you end a turn without moving between 
zones, you gain one instance of damage immunity.

teamwork
prereq: take point cost

10

PASSIVE: The following effects used on you by your allies are 
enhanced while under the effects of Take Point: Whenever an 
ally restores one of your Endurance, Psyche, or Armor values, you 
restore an additional value of the same kind. Whenever an ally 
grants you Barrier values, you gain one additional Barrier value of 
equal strength.

guardian
prereq: leadership cost

10

Once per turn, you are able to intercept an attack aimed at an ally 
within the same zone with a Free Interrupt Action. You become 
the new target of the attack and are able to defend against it as 
usual. The defended ally is now considered to be in Half Cover for 
as long as they remain behind you. If this action fails, the attack is 
not intercepted, but you still move into position in front of your 
ally. You must have at least 5 Clarity to use this skill.
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